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Chapter 4

Conﬂict-Driven Clause Learning
SAT Solvers
Joao Marques-Silva, Ines Lynce and Sharad Malik
4.1. Introduction
One of the main reasons for the widespread use of SAT in many applications is that
Conﬂict-Driven Clause Learning (CDCL) Boolean Satisﬁability (SAT) solvers are
so eﬀective in practice. Since their inception in the mid-90s, CDCL SAT solvers
have been applied, in many cases with remarkable success, to a number of practical applications. Examples of applications include hardware and software model
checking, planning, equivalence checking, bioinformatics, hardware and software
test pattern generation, software package dependencies, and cryptography. This
chapter surveys the organization of CDCL solvers, from the original solvers that
inspired modern CDCL SAT solvers, to the most recent and proven techniques.
The organization of CDCL SAT solvers is primarily inspired by DPLL solvers.
As a result, and even though the chapter is self-contained, a reasonable knowledge
of the organization of DPLL is assumed. In order to oﬀer a detailed account of
CDCL SAT solvers, a number of concepts have to be introduced, which serve to
formalize the operations implemented by any DPLL SAT solver.
DPLL corresponds to backtrack search, where at each step a variable and
a propositional value are selected for branching purposes. With each branching
step, two values can be assigned to a variable, either 0 or 1. Branching corresponds to assigning the chosen value to the chosen variable. Afterwards, the
logical consequences of each branching step are evaluated. Each time an unsatisﬁed clause (i.e. a conﬂict) is identiﬁed, backtracking is executed. Backtracking
corresponds to undoing branching steps until an unﬂipped branch is reached.
When both values have been assigned to the selected variable at a branching
step, backtracking will undo this branching step. If for the ﬁrst branching step
both values have been considered, and backtracking undoes this ﬁrst branching
step, then the CNF formula can be declared unsatisﬁable. This kind of backtracking is called chronological backtracking. An alternative backtracking scheme
is non-chronological backtracking, which is described later in this chapter. A more
detailed description of the DPLL algorithm is given in Part 1, Chapter 3.
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Chapter 4. CDCL Solvers

Besides using DPLL, building a state-of-the-art CDCL SAT solver involves a
number of additional key techniques:
•
•
•
•

Learning new clauses from conﬂicts during backtrack search [MSS96].
Exploiting structure of conﬂicts during clause learning [MSS96].
Using lazy data structures for the representation of formulas [MMZ+ 01].
Branching heuristics must have low computational overhead, and must receive feedback from backtrack search [MMZ+ 01].
• Periodically restarting backtrack search [GSK98].
• Additional techniques include deletion policies for learnt clauses [GN02],
the actual implementation of lazy data structures [Rya04], the organization
of unit propagation [LSB05], among others.
The chapter is organized as follows. The next section introduces the notation
used throughout the chapter. Afterwards, Section 4.3 summarizes the organization of modern CDCL SAT solvers. Section 4.4 details conﬂict analysis, the
procedure used for learning new clauses. Section 4.5 outlines more recent techniques that have been shown to be eﬀective in practice. The chapter concludes
in Section 4.6 by providing a historical perspective of the work on CDCL SAT
solvers.
4.2. Notation
In this chapter, propositional formulas are represented in Conjunctive Normal
Form (CNF). A ﬁnite set of Boolean variables is assumed X = {x1 , x2 , x3 , . . . , xn }.
A CNF formula ϕ consists of a conjunction of clauses ω, each of which consists
of a disjunction of literals. A literal is either a variable xi or its complement ¬xi .
A CNF formula can also be viewed as a set of clauses, and each clause can be
viewed as a set of literals. Throughout this chapter, the representation used will
be clear from the context.
Example 4.2.1 (CNF Formula). An example of a CNF formula is:
ϕ = (x1 ∨ ¬x2 ) ∧ (x2 ∨ x3 ) ∧ (x2 ∨ ¬x4 ) ∧ (¬x1 ∨ ¬x3 ∨ x4 )

(4.1)

The alternative set representation is:
ϕ = {{x1 , ¬x2 }, {x2 , x3 }, {x2 , ¬x4 }, {¬x1 , ¬x3 , x4 }}

(4.2)

In the context of search algorithms for SAT, variables can be assigned a logic
value, either 0 or 1. Alternatively, variables may also be unassigned. Assignments
to the problem variables can be deﬁned as a function ν : X → {0, u, 1}, where u
denotes an undeﬁned value used when a variable has not been assigned a value in
{0, 1}. Given an assignment ν, if all variables are assigned a value in {0, 1}, then
ν is referred to as a complete assignment. Otherwise it is a partial assignment.
Assignments serve for computing the values of literals, clauses and the complete CNF formula, respectively, lν , ω ν and ϕν . A total order is deﬁned on the
possible assignments, 0 < u < 1. Moreover, 1 − u = u. As a result, the following
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deﬁnitions apply:

lν =

ν(xi )
if l = xi
1 − ν(xi ) if l = ¬xi

ω ν = max {lν | l ∈ ω}
ϕν = min {ω ν | ω ∈ ϕ}

(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)

The assignment function ν will also be viewed as a set of tuples (xi , vi ), with
vi ∈ {0, 1}. Adding a tuple (xi , vi ) to ν corresponds to assigning vi to xi , such
that ν(xi ) = vi . Removing a tuple (xi , vi ) from ν, with ν(xi ) = u, corresponds
to assigning u to xi .
Clauses are characterized as unsatisﬁed, satisﬁed, unit or unresolved. A clause
is unsatisﬁed if all its literals are assigned value 0. A clause is satisﬁed if at least
one of its literals is assigned value 1. A clause is unit if all literals but one are
assigned value 0, and the remaining literal is unassigned. Finally, a clause is
unresolved if it is neither unsatisﬁed, nor satisﬁed, nor unit.
A key procedure in SAT solvers is the unit clause rule [DP60]: if a clause
is unit, then its sole unassigned literal must be assigned value 1 for the clause
to be satisﬁed. The iterated application of the unit clause rule is referred to as
unit propagation or Boolean constraint propagation (BCP) [ZM88]. In modern
CDCL solvers, as in most implementations of DPLL, logical consequences are
derived with unit propagation. Unit propagation is applied after each branching
step (and also during preprocessing), and is used for identifying variables which
must be assigned a speciﬁc Boolean value. If an unsatisﬁed clause is identiﬁed, a
conﬂict condition is declared, and the algorithm backtracks.
In CDCL SAT solvers, each variable xi is characterized by a number of properties, including the value, the antecedent and the decision level, denoted respectively by ν(vi ) ∈ {0, u, 1}, α(xi ) ∈ ϕ ∪ {NIL}, and δ(xi ) ∈ {−1, 0, 1, . . . , |X|}. A
variable xi that is assigned a value as the result of applying the unit clause rule
is said to be implied. The unit clause ω used for implying variable xi is said to be
the antecedent of xi , α(xi ) = ω. For variables that are decision variables or are
unassigned, the antecedent is NIL. Hence, antecedents are only deﬁned for variables whose value is implied by other assignments. The decision level of a variable
xi denotes the depth of the decision tree at which the variable is assigned a value
in {0, 1}. The decision level for an unassigned variable xi is −1, δ(xi ) = −1. The
decision level associated with variables used for branching steps (i.e. decision
assignments) is speciﬁed by the search process, and denotes the current depth of
the decision stack. Hence, a variable xi associated with a decision assignment is
characterized by having α(xi ) = NIL and δ(xi ) > 0. More formally, the decision
level of xi with antecedent ω is given by:
δ(xi ) = max({0} ∪ {δ(xj ) | xj ∈ ω ∧ xj = xi })

(4.6)

i.e. the decision level of an implied literal is either the highest decision level of the
implied literals in a unit clause, or it is 0 in case the clause is unit. The notation
xi = v @ d is used to denote that ν(xi ) = v and δ(xi ) = d. Moreover, the decision
level of a literal is deﬁned as the decision level of its variable, δ(l) = δ(xi ) if l = xi
or l = ¬xi .
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Example 4.2.2 (Decision Levels & Antecedents). Consider the CNF formula:
ϕ = ω 1 ∧ ω2 ∧ ω3
= (x1 ∨ ¬x4 ) ∧ (x1 ∨ x3 ) ∧ (¬x3 ∨ x2 ∨ x4 )

(4.7)

Assume that the decision assignment is x4 = 0 @ 1. Unit propagation yields no
additional implied assignments. Assume the second decision is x1 = 0 @ 2. Unit
propagation yields the implied assignments x3 = 1 @ 2 and x2 = 1 @ 2. Moreover,
α(x3 ) = ω2 and α(x2 ) = ω3 .
During the execution of a DPLL-style SAT solver, assigned variables as well
as their antecedents deﬁne a directed acyclic graph I = (VI , EI ), referred to as
the implication graph [MSS96].
The vertices in the implication graph are deﬁned by all assigned variables
and one special node κ, VI ⊆ X ∪ {κ}. The edges in the implication graph are
obtained from the antecedent of each assigned variable: if ω = α(xi ), then there is
a directed edge from each variable in ω, other than xi , to xi . If unit propagation
yields an unsatisﬁed clause ωj , then a special vertex κ is used to represent the
unsatisﬁed clause. In this case, the antecedent of κ is deﬁned by α(κ) = ωj .
The edges of I are formally deﬁned below. Let z, z1 , z2 ∈ VI be vertices in
I (observe that the vertices can be variables or the special vertex κ). In order
to derive the conditions for existence of edges in I, a number of predicates needs
to be deﬁned ﬁrst. Predicate λ(z, ω) takes value 1 iﬀ ω has a literal in z, and is
deﬁned as follows:

1 if z ∈ ω ∨ ¬z ∈ ω
λ(z, ω) =
(4.8)
0 otherwise
This predicate can now be used for testing the value of a literal in z in a given
clause. Predicate ν0 (z, ω) takes value 1 iﬀ z is a literal in ω and the value of the
literal is 0:
⎧
⎨ 1 if λ(z, ω) ∧ z ∈ ω ∧ ν(z) = 0
ν0 (z, ω) = 1 if λ(z, ω) ∧ ¬z ∈ ω ∧ ν(z) = 1
(4.9)
⎩
0 otherwise
Predicate ν1 (z, ω) takes value 1
is 1:
⎧
⎨1
ν1 (z, ω) = 1
⎩
0

iﬀ z is a literal in ω and the value of the literal
if λ(z, ω) ∧ z ∈ ω ∧ ν(z) = 1
if λ(z, ω) ∧ ¬z ∈ ω ∧ ν(z) = 0
otherwise

(4.10)

As a result, there is an edge from z1 to z2 in I iﬀ the following predicate takes
value 1:
⎧
⎨ 1 if z2 = κ ∧ λ(z1 , α(κ))
(z1 , z2 ) = 1 if z2 = κ ∧ α(z2 ) = ω ∧ ν0 (z1 , ω) ∧ ν1 (z2 , ω)
(4.11)
⎩
0 otherwise
Consequently, the set of edges EI of the implication graph I is given by:
EI = {(z1 , z2 ) | (z1 , z2 ) = 1}

(4.12)

Finally, observe that a labeling function for associating a clause with each edge
can also be deﬁned. Let ι : VI × VI → ϕ be the labeling function. Then ι(z1 , z2 ),
with z1 , z2 ∈ VI and (z1 , z2 ) ∈ EI , is deﬁned by ι(z1 , z2 ) = α(z2 ).
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Figure 4.1. Implication graph for example 4.2.3
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Figure 4.2. Implication graph for example 4.2.4

Example 4.2.3 (Implication Graph without Conﬂict). Consider the CNF formula:
ϕ1 = ω 1 ∧ ω 2 ∧ ω 3
(4.13)
= (x1 ∨ x31 ∨ ¬x2 ) ∧ (x1 ∨ ¬x3 ) ∧ (x2 ∨ x3 ∨ x4 )
Assume decision assignment x31 = 0@3. Moreover, assume that the current
decision assignment is x1 = 0@5. The resulting implication graph is shown in
ﬁgure 4.1.
Example 4.2.4 (Implication Graph with Conﬂict). Consider the CNF formula:
ϕ 1 = ω1 ∧ ω 2 ∧ ω 3 ∧ ω 4 ∧ ω 5 ∧ ω 6
= (x1 ∨ x31 ∨ ¬x2 ) ∧ (x1 ∨ ¬x3 ) ∧ (x2 ∨ x3 ∨ x4 )∧
(¬x4 ∨ ¬x5 ) ∧ (x21 ∨ ¬x4 ∨ ¬x6 ) ∧ (x5 ∨ x6 )

(4.14)

Assume decision assignments x21 = 0@2 and x31 = 0@3. Moreover, assume the
current decision assignment x1 = 0@5. The resulting implication graph is shown
in ﬁgure 4.2, and yields a conﬂict because clause (x5 ∨ x6 ) becomes unsatisﬁed.
4.3. Organization of CDCL Solvers
Algorithm 4.1 shows the standard organization of a CDCL SAT solver, which
essentially follows the organization of DPLL. With respect to DPLL, the main
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Algorithm 4.1 Typical CDCL algorithm
CDCL(ϕ, ν)
1 if (UnitPropagation(ϕ, ν) == CONFLICT)
2
then return UNSAT
3 dl ← 0
 Decision level
4 while (not AllVariablesAssigned(ϕ, ν))
5
do (x, v) = PickBranchingVariable(ϕ, ν)
 Decide stage
6
dl ← dl + 1
 Increment decision level due to new decision
7
ν ← ν ∪ {(x, v)}
8
if (UnitPropagation(ϕ, ν) == CONFLICT)
 Deduce stage
9
then β = ConflictAnalysis(ϕ, ν)
 Diagnose stage
10
if (β < 0)
11
then return UNSAT
12
else Backtrack(ϕ, ν, β)
13
dl ← β
 Decrement decision level due to backtracking
14 return SAT

diﬀerences are the call to function ConflictAnalysis each time a conﬂict is
identiﬁed, and the call to Backtrack when backtracking takes place. Moreover,
the Backtrack procedure allows for backtracking non-chronologically.
In addition to the main CDCL function, the following auxiliary functions are
used:
• UnitPropagation consists of the iterated application of the unit clause
rule. If an unsatisﬁed clause is identiﬁed, then a conﬂict indication is
returned.
• PickBranchingVariable consists of selecting a variable to assign and
the respective value.
• ConflictAnalysis consists of analyzing the most recent conﬂict and
learning a new clause from the conﬂict. The organization of this procedure is described in section 4.4.
• Backtrack backtracks to the decision level computed by ConflictAnalysis.
• AllVariablesAssigned tests whether all variables have been assigned,
in which case the algorithm terminates indicating that the CNF formula
is satisﬁable. An alternative criterion to stop execution of the algorithm is
to check whether all clauses are satisﬁed. However, in modern SAT solvers
that use lazy data structures, clause state cannot be maintained accurately,
and so the termination criterion must be whether all variables are assigned.
Arguments to the auxiliary functions are assumed to be passed by reference.
Hence, ϕ and ν are supposed to be modiﬁed during execution of the auxiliary
functions.
The typical CDCL algorithm shown does not account for a few often used
techniques, namely search restarts [GSK98, BMS00] and implementation of clause
deletion policies [GN02]. Search restarts cause the algorithm to restart itself, but
already learnt clauses are kept. Clause deletion policies are used to decide learnt
clauses that can be deleted. Clause deletion allows the memory usage of the SAT
solver to be kept under control.
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4.4. Conﬂict Analysis
This section outlines the conﬂict analysis procedure used by modern SAT solvers.
4.4.1. Learning Clauses from Conﬂicts
Each time the CDCL SAT solver identiﬁes a conﬂict due to unit propagation, the
ConflictAnalysis procedure is invoked. As a result, one or more new clauses
are learnt, and a backtracking decision level is computed. The conﬂict analysis
procedure analyzes the structure of unit propagation and decides which literals
to include in the learnt clause.
The decision levels associated with assigned variables deﬁne a partial order
of the variables. Starting from a given unsatisﬁed clause (represented in the
implication graph with vertex κ), the conﬂict analysis procedure visits variables
implied at the most recent decision level (i.e. the current largest decision level),
identiﬁes the antecedents of visited variables, and keeps from the antecedents the
literals assigned at decision levels less than the most recent decision level. This
process is repeated until the most recent decision variable is visited.
Let d be the current decision level, let xi be the decision variable, let ν(xi ) = v
be the decision assignment, and let ωj be an unsatisﬁed clause identiﬁed with unit
propagation. In terms of the implication graph, the conﬂict vertex κ is such that
α(κ) = ωj . Moreover, let & represent the resolution operator. For two clauses ωj
and ωk , for which there is a unique variable x such that one clause has a literal
x and the other has literal ¬x, ωj & ωk contains all the literals of ωj and ωk with
the exception of x and ¬x.
The clause learning procedure used in SAT solvers can be deﬁned by a sequence of selective resolution operations [MSS00, BKS04], that at each step yields
a new temporary clause. First, deﬁne a predicate that holds if a clause ω has an
implied literal l assigned at the current decision level d:

1 if l ∈ ω ∧ δ(l) = d ∧ α(l) = NIL
ξ(ω, l, d) =
(4.15)
0 otherwise
d,i
, with i = 0, 1, ..., be the intermediate clause obtained after i resolution
Let ωL
operations. Using the predicate deﬁned by (4.15), this intermediate clause can
be deﬁned as follows:
⎧
if i = 0
⎨ α(κ)
d,i−1
d,i−1
d,i
& α(l) if i = 0 ∧ ξ(ωL
, l, d) = 1
= ωL
(4.16)
ωL
⎩ d,i−1
d,i−1
ωL
if i = 0 ∧ ∀l ξ(ωL , l, d) = 0

Equation (4.16) can be used for formalizing the clause learning procedure.
The ﬁrst condition, i = 0, denotes the initialization step given κ in I, where all
literals in the unsatisﬁed clause are added to the ﬁrst intermediate clause clause.
Afterwards, at each step i, a literal l assigned at the current decision level d is
d,i−1
) is resolved with the antecedent
selected and the intermediate clause (i.e. ωL
of l.
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Table 4.1. Resolution steps during clause learning
5,0
ωL
5,1
ωL
5,2
ωL
5,3
ωL
5,4
ωL
5,5
ωL
5,6
ωL

= {x5 , x6 }

Literals in α(κ)

= {¬x4 , x6 }

Resolve with α(x5 ) = ω4

= {¬x4 , x21 }

Resolve with α(x6 ) = ω5

= {x2 , x3 , x21 }

Resolve with α(x4 ) = ω3

= {x1 , x31 , x3 , x21 }

Resolve with α(x2 ) = ω1

= {x1 , x31 , x21 }

Resolve with α(x3 ) = ω2

= {x1 , x31 , x21 }

No more resolution operations given (4.16)

d,i
d,i−1
For an iteration i such that ωL
= ωL
, then a ﬁxed point is reached, and
d,i
ωL  ωL represents the new learnt clause. Observe that the number of resolution
operations represented by (4.16) is no greater than |X|.
Modern SAT solvers implement an additional reﬁnement of equation (4.16),
by further exploiting the structure of implied assignments. This is discussed in
sub-section 4.4.3.

Example 4.4.1 (Clause Learning). Consider example 4.2.4. Applying clause
learning to this example, results in the intermediate clauses shown in table 4.1.
The resulting learnt clause is (x1 ∨ x31 ∨ x21 ). Alternatively, this clause can be
obtained by inspecting the graph in ﬁgure 4.2, and selecting the literals assigned
at decision levels less than the current decision level 5 (i.e. x31 = 0@3 and x21 =
0@2), and by selecting the corresponding decision assignment (i.e. x1 = 0@5).
4.4.2. Completeness Issues
DPLL is a sound and complete algorithm for SAT [DP60, DLL62]. CDCL
SAT solvers implement DPLL, but can learn new clauses and backtrack nonchronologically.
Clause learning with conﬂict analysis does not aﬀect soundness or completeness. Conﬂict analysis identiﬁes new clauses using the resolution operation. Hence
each learnt clause can be inferred from the original clauses and other learnt clauses
by a sequence of resolution steps. If ωL is the new learnt clause, then ϕ is satisﬁable if and only if ϕ ∪ {ωL } is also satisﬁable. Moreover, the modiﬁed backtracking step also does not aﬀect soundness or completeness, since backtracking information is obtained from each new learnt clause. Proofs of soundness
and completeness for diﬀerent variations of CDCL SAT solvers can be found
in [MS95, MSS99, Zha03].
4.4.3. Exploiting Structure with UIPs
As can be concluded from equation (4.16), the structure of implied assignments induced by unit propagation is a key aspect of the clause learning procedure [MSS96].
This is one of the most relevant aspects of clause learning in SAT solvers. Moreover, the idea of exploiting the structure induced by unit propagation was further
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Table 4.2. Resolution steps during clause learning with UIPs
5,0
ωL
= {x5 , x6 }
5,1
ωL
5,2
ωL

Literals in α(κ)

= {¬x4 , x6 }

Resolve with α(x5 ) = ω4

= {¬x4 , x21 }

No more resolution operations given (4.18)

exploited with Unit Implication Points (UIPs) [MSS96]. A UIP is a dominator 1
in the implication graph, and represents an alternative decision assignment at the
current decision level that results in the same conﬂict. The main motivation for
identifying UIPs is to reduce the size of learnt clauses.
There are sophisticated algorithms for computing dominators in directed
acyclic graphs [Tar74]. For the case of the implication graph, UIPs can be identiﬁed in linear time [MSS94], and so do not add signiﬁcant overhead to the clause
learning procedure.
In the implication graph, there is a UIP at decision level d, when the number
d,i
assigned at decision level d is 1. Let σ(ω, d) be the number of
of literals in ωL
literals in ω assigned at decision level d. σ(ω, d) can be deﬁned as follows:
σ(ω, d) = |{l ∈ ω | δ(l) = d}|

(4.17)

As a result, the clause learning procedure with UIPs is given by:
d,i
ωL

⎧
if i = 0
⎨ α(κ)
d,i−1
d,i−1
& α(l) if i = 0 ∧ ξ(ωL
, l, d) = 1
= ωL
⎩ d,i−1
d,i−1
ωL
if i = 0 ∧ σ(ωL
, d) = 1

(4.18)

Equation (4.18) allows creating a clause containing literals from the learnt
clause until the ﬁrst UIP is identiﬁed. It is simple to develop equations for learning
clauses for each additional UIP. However, as explained below, this is unnecessary
in practice, since the most eﬀective CDCL SAT solvers stop clause learning at
the ﬁrst UIP [ZMMM01]. Moreover, clause learning could potentially stop at any
UIP, being quite straightforward to conclude that the set of literals of a clause
learnt at the ﬁrst UIP has clear advantages. Considering the largest decision level
of the literals of the clause learnt at each UIP, the clause learnt at the ﬁrst UIP
is guaranteed to contain the smallest one. This guarantees the highest backtrack
jump in the search tree.
Example 4.4.2 (Clause Learning with UIPs). Consider again example 4.2.4.
The default clause learning procedure would learn clause (x1 ∨ x31 ∨ x21 ) (see
example 4.4.1). However, by taking into consideration that x4 = 1@5 is a UIP,
applying clause learning yields the resulting learnt clause (¬x4 ∨ x21 ), for which
the intermediate clauses are shown in table 4.2. One advantage of this new clause
is that it has a smaller size than the clause learnt in example 4.4.1.
1 A vertex u dominates another vertex x in a directed graph if every path from x to another
vertex κ contains u [Tar74]. In the implication graph, a UIP u dominates the decision vertex x
with respect to the conﬂict vertex κ.
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4.4.4. Backtracking Schemes
Although the clause learning scheme of CDCL SAT solvers has remained essentially unchanged since it was proposed in GRASP [MSS96, MSS99], the actual
backtracking step has been further reﬁned. Motivated by the inexpensive backtracking achieved with lazy data structures, the authors of Chaﬀ proposed to
always stop clause learning at the ﬁrst UIP [ZMMM01]. In addition, Chaﬀ proposed to always backtrack given the information of the learnt clause. Observe
that when each learnt clause is created it has all literals but one assigned value
0 [MSS96], and so it is unit (or assertive). Moreover, each learnt clause will remain unit until the search procedure backtracks to the highest decision level of
its other literals. As a result, the authors of Chaﬀ proposed to always take the
backtrack step. This form of clause learning, and associated backtracking procedure, is referred to as ﬁrst UIP clause learning. The modiﬁed clause learning
scheme does not aﬀect completeness [ZMMM01, Zha03], since each learnt clause
is explained by a sequence of resolution steps, and is assertive when created. Existing results indicate that the ﬁrst UIP clause learning procedure may end up
doing more backtracking than the original clause learning of GRASP [ZMMM01].
However, Chaﬀ creates signiﬁcantly fewer clauses and is signiﬁcantly more eﬀective at backtracking. As a result, the ﬁrst UIP learning scheme is now commonly
used by the majority of CDCL SAT solvers.
Example 4.4.3 (Diﬀerent Backtracking Schemes). Figure 4.3 illustrates the two
learning and backtracking schemes. In the GRASP [MSS96] learning and backtracking scheme, for the ﬁrst conﬂict, the decision level of the conﬂict is kept
(i.e. decision level 5). Backtracking only occurs if the resulting unit propagation
yields another conﬂict. In contrast, in the Chaﬀ [MMZ+ 01] learning and backtracking scheme, the backtrack step is always taken after each conﬂict. For the
example in the ﬁgure, GRASP would proceed from decision level 5, whereas Chaﬀ
backtracks to decision level 2, and proceeds from decision level 2. One motivation
for this diﬀerence is due to the data structures used. In GRASP backtracking is
costly, and depends on the total number of literals, whereas in Chaﬀ backtracking
is inexpensive, and depends only on the assigned variables.
Figure 4.3 also illustrates the clauses learnt by GRASP and Chaﬀ. Since
Chaﬀ stops at the ﬁrst UIP, only a single clause is learnt. In contrast, GRASP
learns clauses at all UIPs. Moreover, GRASP also learns a global clause, which
it then uses either for forcing the second branch at the current decision level (in
this case 5) or for backtracking. The global clause used in GRASP is optional
and serves to ensure that at a given decision level both branches are made with
respect to the same variable.
4.4.5. Uses of Clause Learning
Clause learning ﬁnds other applications besides the key eﬃciency improvements
to CDCL SAT solvers. One example is clause reuse [MSS97, Str01]. In a large
number of applications, clauses learnt for a given CNF formula can often be
reused for related CNF formulas. Clause reuse is also used in incremental SAT,
for example in algorithms for pseudo-Boolean optimization [ES06].
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(a) GRASP clause learning [MSS96]

(b) Chaﬀ clause learning [MMZ+ 01]

Figure 4.3. Alternative backtracking schemes

Moreover, for unsatisﬁable subformulas, the clauses learnt by a CDCL SAT
solver encode a resolution refutation of the original formula [ZM03, BKS04].
Given the way clauses are learnt in SAT solvers, each learnt clause can be explained by a number of resolution steps, each of which is a trivial resolution
step [BKS04, Gel07]. As a result, the resolution refutation can be obtained from
the learnt clauses in linear time and space on the number of learnt clauses [ZM03,
Gel07].
For unsatisﬁable formulas, the resolution refutations obtained from the clauses
learnt by a SAT solver serve as a certiﬁcate for validating the correctness of the
SAT solver. Moreover, resolution refutations based on clause learning ﬁnd key
practical applications, including hardware model checking [McM03].
Besides allowing producing a resolution refutation, learnt clauses also allow
identifying a subset of clauses that is also unsatisﬁable. For example, a minimally
unsatisﬁable subformula can be derived by iteratively removing a single clause
and checking unsatisﬁability [ZM03]. Unnecessary clauses are discarded, and
eventually a minimally unsatisﬁable subformula is obtained.
The success of clause learning in SAT motivated its use in a number of extensions of SAT. Clause learning has also been applied successfully in algorithms
for binate covering [MMS00a, MMS02], pseudo-Boolean optimization [MMS00b,
MMS04, ARMS02, CK03], quantiﬁed Boolean formulas [Let02, ZM02, GNT02],
and satisﬁability modulo theories [GHN+ 04] . In binate covering and pseudoBoolean optimization, clause learning has also been used for backtracking from
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bound conﬂicts associated with the cost function [MMS02, MMS04].
4.5. Modern CDCL Solvers
This section describes modern CDCL solvers. Apart from conﬂict analysis, these
solvers include lazy data structures, search restarts, conﬂict-driven branching
heuristics and clause deletion strategies.
4.5.1. Lazy Data Structures
Implementation issues for SAT solvers include the design of suitable data structures for storing clauses, variables and literals. The implemented data structures
dictate the way BCP and conﬂict analysis are implemented and have a signiﬁcant
impact on the run time performance of the SAT solver. Recent state-of-the-art
SAT solvers are characterized by using very eﬃcient data structures, intended to
reduce the CPU time required per each node in the search tree. Conversely, traditional SAT data structures are accurate, meaning that is possible to know exactly
the value of each literal in the clause. Examples of traditional data structures,
also called adjacency lists data structures, can be found in GRASP [MSS96], relsat [BS97] and satz [LA97]. Examples of the most recent SAT data structures,
which are not accurate and therefore are called lazy, include the head/tail lists
used in Sato [Zha97] and the watched literals used in Chaﬀ [MMZ+ 01].
Traditional backtrack search SAT algorithms represent clauses as lists of literals, and associate with each variable x a list of the clauses that contain a literal
in x. Clearly, after assigning a variable x the clauses with literals in x are immediately aware of the assignment of x. The lists associated with each variable can
be viewed as containing the clauses that are adjacent to that variable. In general,
we use the term adjacency lists to refer to data structures in which each variable
x contains a complete list of the clauses that contain a literal in x.
These adjacency lists data structures share a common problem: each variable
x keeps references to a potentially large number of clauses, which in CDCL SAT
solvers often increase as the search proceeds. Clearly, this impacts negatively the
amount of operations associated with assigning x. Moreover, it is often the case
that most of x’s clause references do not need to be analyzed when x is assigned,
since most of the clauses do not become unit or unsatisﬁed. Observe that lazily
declaring a clause to be satisﬁed does not aﬀect the correctness of the algorithm.
Considering that only unsatisﬁed and unit clauses must be identiﬁed, it sufﬁces to have two references for each clause. (Although additional references may
be required to guarantee clauses’ consistency after backtracking.) These references never reference literals assigned value 0. Hence, such references are allowed
to move along the clause: whenever a referenced literal is assigned value 0, the
reference moves to another literal either assigned value 1 or assigned value u (i.e.
unassigned). Algorithm 4.2 shows how the value and the position of these two
references (refA and refB) are enough for declaring a clause to be satisﬁed, unsatisﬁed or unit. As already mentioned, a clause is lazily declared to be satisﬁed,
meaning that some clauses being satisﬁed are not recognized as so (being identiﬁed as unresolved instead). Again, this aspect does not aﬀect the correctness of
the algorithm.
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Algorithm 4.2 Identifying clauses status with lazy data structures
Clause Status(ω)
1 if refA(ω) == 1 or refB(ω) == 1
2
then return SATISFIED
3
else if refA(ω) == 0 and position refA(ω) == position refB(ω)
4
then return UNSATISFIED
5
else if refA(ω) == u and position refA(ω) == position refB(ω)
6
then return UNIT
7
else return UNRESOLVED

In this section we analyze lazy data structures, which are characterized by
each variable keeping a reduced set of clauses’ references, for each of which the
variable can be eﬀectively used for declaring the clause as unit, as satisﬁed or as
unsatisﬁed.
4.5.1.1. The Head and Tail Data Structure
The ﬁrst lazy data structure proposed for SAT was the Head and Tail (H/T)
data structure, originally used in the Sato SAT solver [Zha97] and later described
in [ZS00]. As the name implies, this data structure associates two references with
each clause, the head (H) and the tail (T) literal references.
Initially the head reference points to the ﬁrst literal, and the tail reference
points to the last literal. Each time a literal pointed to by either the head or
tail reference is assigned, a new unassigned literal is searched for. Both pointers
move towards to the middle of the clause. In case an unassigned literal is identiﬁed, it becomes the new head (or tail) reference, and a new reference is created
and associated with the literal’s variable. These references guarantee that H/T
positions are correctly recovered when the search backtracks. In case a satisﬁed
literal is identiﬁed, the clause is declared satisﬁed. In case no unassigned literal
can be identiﬁed, and the other reference is reached, then the clause is declared
unit, unsatisﬁed or satisﬁed, depending on the value of the literal pointed to by
the other reference.
When the search process backtracks, the references that have become associated with the head and tail references can be discarded, and the previous head
and tail references become activated. Observe that this requires in the worst-case
associating with each clause a number of literal references in variables that equals
the number of literals.
This data structure is illustrated in ﬁgure 4.4(left). We illustrate the H/T
data structure for one clause for a sequence of assignments. Each clause is represented by an array of literals. Literals have diﬀerent representations depending
on being unassigned, assigned value 0 (unsatisﬁed) or assigned value 1 (satisﬁed). Each assigned literal is associated with a decision level indicating the level
where the literal was assigned. In addition, we represent the head (H) and tail
(T) pointers that point to a speciﬁc literal. Initially, the H/T pointer points to
the left/rightmost literal, respectively. These pointers only point to unassigned
literals. Hence, each time one literal pointed by one of these pointers is assigned,
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Figure 4.4. Operation of lazy data structures

the pointer has to move inwards. However, a new reference for the just assigned
literal is created (represented with a dash line). When the two pointers reach the
same unassigned literal the clause is unit. When the search backtracks, the H/T
pointers must be moved. The pointers are now placed at its previous positions,
i.e. at the position they were placed before being moved inwards.
4.5.1.2. The Watched Literal Data Structure
The more recent Chaﬀ SAT solver [MMZ+ 01] proposed a new data structure, the
Watched Literals (WL), that solves some of the problems posed by H/T lists. As
with H/T lists, two references are associated with each clause. However, and in
contrast with H/T lists, there is no order relation between the two references,
allowing the references to move in any direction. The lack of order between
the two references has the key advantage that no literal references need to be
updated when backtracking takes place. In contrast, unit or unsatisﬁed clauses
are identiﬁed only after traversing all the clauses’ literals; a clear drawback. The
identiﬁcation of satisﬁed clauses is similar to H/T lists.
The most signiﬁcant diﬀerence between H/T lists and watched literals occurs
when the search process backtracks, in which case the references to the watched
literals are not modiﬁed. Consequently, and in contrast with H/T lists, there
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is no need to keep additional references. This implies that for each clause the
number of literal references that are associated with variables is kept constant.
This data structure is also illustrated in ﬁgure 4.4(right). The two watched
literal pointers are undiﬀerentiated as there is no order relation. Again, each
time one literal pointed by one of these pointers is assigned, the pointer has to
move inwards. However, in contrast with the H/T data structure, these pointers
may move in both directions. This causes the whole clause to be traversed when
the clause becomes unit. In addition, no references have to be kept to the just
assigned literals, since pointers do not move when backtracking.
4.5.1.3. Variations of the Lazy Data Structures
Even though lazy data structures suﬃce for backtrack search SAT solvers that
solely utilize BCP, the laziness of these data structures may pose some problems, in particular for algorithms that aim the integration of more advanced
techniques for the identiﬁcation of necessary assignments, namely restricted resolution, two-variable equivalence, and pattern-based clause inference, among other
techniques [GW00, MS00, Bra01, Bac02]. For these techniques, it is essential to
know which clauses become binary and/or ternary during the search. However,
lazy data structures are not capable of keeping precise information about the set
of binary and/or ternary clauses. Clearly, this can be done by associating additional literal references with each clause, which introduces additional overhead.
Actually, the use of additional references has ﬁrst been referred in [Gel02].
In addition we may use literal sifting [LMS05], along with two additional references, to dynamically rearrange the list of literals. Assigned variables are sorted
by non-decreasing decision level, starting from the ﬁrst or last literal reference,
and terminating at the most recently assigned literal references. This sorting is
achieved by sifting assigned literals as each is visited by one of the two usual
references. The main disadvantage is the requirement to visit all literals between
the two additional literal sifting references each time the clause is either unit or
unsatisﬁed. (There could be only one literal sifting reference, even though the
overhead of literal sifting then becomes more signiﬁcant.) Observe that literal
sifting may be implemented either in H/T data structures or in watched literals
data structures.
Later on, a diﬀerent data structure (Watched Lists with Conﬂict Counter,
WLCC) was introduced with the purpose of combining the advantages of WL
and sifting. Overall, WLCC has the advantage of reducing the number of literals
to be visited by pointers [Nad02].
Another optimization is the special handling of the clauses that are more
common in problem instances: binary and ternary clauses [LMS05, Rya04, PH02].
Both binary and ternary clauses can be identiﬁed as unit, satisﬁed or unsatisﬁed
in constant time, thus eliminating the need for moving literal references around.
Since the vast majority of the initial number of clauses for most real-world problem
instances are either binary or ternary, the average CPU time required to handle
each clause may be noticeably reduced. In this situation, lazy data structures are
solely applied to original large clauses and to clauses recorded during the search
process, which are known for having a huge number of literals.
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Table 4.3. Comparison of the data structures
data structures
lazy data structure?
# literal references
# visited literals

min
max
when identifying
unit/unsat cls
when backtracking

min
max

AL HT WL
N
Y
Y
L
2C
2C
L
L
2C
1
1
W-1
1 W-1 W-1
Lb
Lb
0

L = number of literals
C = number of clauses
W = number of literals in clause
Lb = number of literals to be unassigned when backtracking

4.5.1.4. A Comparison of Data Structures
Besides describing the organization of each data structure, it is also interesting
to characterize each one in terms of the memory requirements and computational
eﬀort. Table 4.3 provides a comparison of the data structures described above,
including the traditional data structures (Adjacency Literals, AL) and the lazy
data structures (Head and Tail literals, HT, and Watched Literals, WL).
The table indicates which data structures are lazy, the minimum and maximum total number of literal references associated with all clauses, and also a broad
indication of the work associated with keeping clause state when the search either
moves forward (i.e. implies assignments) or backward (i.e. backtracks).
Even though it is straightforward to prove the results shown, a careful analysis
of the behavior of each data structure is enough to establish these results. For
example, when backtracking takes place, the WL data structure updates no literal
references. Hence, the number of visited literal references for each conﬂict is 0.
4.5.2. Search Restarts
Rapid randomized restarts were introduced in complete search to eliminate heavytails [GSK98]. The heavy-tailed behaviour is characterized by a non-negligible
probability of hitting a problem that requires exponentially more time to solve
than any that has been encountered before [GSC97]. Randomization applied to
variable and/or value selection ensures with high probability that diﬀerent subtrees are searched each time the backtrack search algorithm is restarted.
Current state-of-the-art SAT solvers already incorporate random restarts
[BMS00, MMZ+ 01, GN02]. In these SAT solvers, variable selection heuristics
are randomized and search restart strategies are used. Randomized restarts have
ﬁrst been shown to yield dramatic improvements on satisﬁable random instances
that exhibit heavy-tailed behavior [GSK98]. However, this strategy is also quite
eﬀective for real-world instances, including unsatisﬁable instances [BMS00].
The use of restarts implies the use of additional techniques to guarantee completeness. Observe that restarting the search after a speciﬁc number of backtracks
(or alternatively a speciﬁc number of search nodes) may cause the search to become incomplete, as not enough search space may be provided for a solution to
be found. A simple solution to this problem is to increase the cutoﬀ to iteratively
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increase the search space [GSK98, BMS00]. In addition, in the context of CDCL
SAT solvers the clauses learnt may be used. On the one hand, the clauses learnt
in previous runs may also be useful in the next runs, as similar conﬂicts may arise.
On the other hand, the number of learnt clauses to be kept may be used as the
cutoﬀ to be increased. If all clauses are kept then we may ensure that the search
is complete. Even better, we may keep only one clause learnt on each iteration
and this condition suﬃces to guarantee completeness [LMS07].
More recently, an empirical evaluation has been performed to understand the
relation between the decision heuristic, backtracking scheme, and restart policy
in the context of CDCL solvers [Hua07]. When the search restarts, the branching
heuristic scores represent the solver’s current state of belief about the order in
which future decisions should be made. Hence, without the freedom of restarts,
the solver would not be able to fully execute its belief because it is bound by the
decisions that have been made earlier. This observation further motivates for the
use of rapid randomized restarts. Indeed, the author has performed an empirical evaluation on using diﬀerent restart schemes on a relevant set of industrial
benchmarks and Luby’s strategy [LSZ93] has shown the best performance.
4.5.3. Conﬂict-Driven Branching Heuristics
The early branching heuristics made use of all the information available from
the data structures, namely the number of satisﬁed/unsatisﬁed and unassigned
literals. These heuristics are updated during the search and also take into account
the clauses that are learnt. An overview on such heuristics is provided in [MS99].
More recently, a diﬀerent kind of variable selection heuristic (referred to as
VSIDS, Variable State Independent Decaying Sum) has been proposed by Chaﬀ
authors [MMZ+ 01]. One of the reasons for proposing this new heuristic was the
introduction of lazy data structures, where the knowledge of the dynamic size of
a clause is not accurate. Hence, the heuristics described above cannot be used.
VSIDS selects the literal that appears most frequently over all the clauses,
which means that one counter is required for each one of the literals. Initially, all
counters are set to zero. During the search, the metrics only have to be updated
when a new recorded clause is created. More than to develop an accurate heuristic,
the motivation has been to design a fast (but dynamically adapting) heuristic. In
fact, one of the key properties of this strategy is the very low overhead, due to
being independent of the variable state.
Two Chaﬀ-like SAT solvers, BerkMin [GN02] and siege [Rya04], have improved the VSIDS heuristic. BerkMin also measures clauses’ age and activity
for deciding the next branching variable, whereas siege gives priority to assigning
variables on recently recorded clauses.
4.5.4. Clause Deletion Strategies
Unrestricted clause recording can in some cases be impractical. Recorded clauses
consume memory and repeated recording of clauses can eventually lead to the
exhaustion of the available memory. Observe that the number of recorded clauses
grows with the number of conﬂicts; in the worst case, such growth can be exponential in the number of variables. Furthermore, large recorded clauses are known
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for not being particularly useful for search pruning purposes [MSS96]. Adding
larger clauses leads to additional overhead for conducting the search process and,
hence, it eventually costs more than what it saves in terms of backtracks.
As a result, there are three main solutions for guaranteeing the worst case
growth of the recorded clauses to be polynomial in the number of variables:
1. We may consider n-order learning, that records only clauses with n or
fewer literals [Dec90a].
2. Clauses can be temporarily recorded while they either imply variable assignments or are unit clauses, being discarded as soon as the number of
unassigned literals is greater than an integer m. This technique is named
m-size relevance-based learning [BS97].
3. Clauses with a size less than a threshold k are kept during the subsequent
search, whereas larger clauses are discarded as soon as the number of
unassigned literals is greater than one. We refer to this technique as kbounded learning [MSS96].
Observe that k-bounded learning can be combined with m-size relevancebased learning. The search algorithm is organized so that all recorded clauses of
size no greater than k are kept and larger clauses are deleted only after m literals
have become unassigned.
More recently, a heuristic clause deletion policy has been introduced [GN02].
Basically, the decision whether a clause should be deleted is based not only on
the number of literals but also on its activity in contributing to conﬂict making
and on the number of decisions taken since its creation.
4.5.5. Additional Topics
Other relevant techniques include the use of preprocessing aiming at reducing
the formula size in order to speedup overall SAT solving time [EB05]. These
techniques are expected to eliminate variables and clauses using an eﬃcient implementation.
An additional topic is the use of early conﬂict detection BCP with an implication queue sorting [LSB05]. The idea is to use a heuristic to select which
implications to check ﬁrst from the implication queue. This is in contrast to other
solvers which process the implication queue in chronological order.
More recently, it has been shown that modern CDCL solvers implicitly build
and prune a decision tree whose nodes are associated with ﬂipped variables.
This motivates a practical useful enhancement named local conﬂict-clause recording [DHN07]. A local conﬂict clause is a non-asserting conﬂict clause, recorded
in addition to the ﬁrst UIP conﬂict clause if the last decision level contains some
ﬂipped variables that have implied the conﬂict. The last variable in these circumstances is considered to be a decision variable, deﬁning a new decision level. A
local conﬂict clause is the ﬁrst UIP clause with respect to this new decision level.
A potential disadvantage of CDCL SAT solvers is that all decision and implied
variable assignments made between the level of the conﬂict and the backtracking
level are erased during backtracking. One possible solution is to simply save the
partial decision assignments [PD07]. When the solver decides to branch on a
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variable, it ﬁrst checks whether there is information saved with respect to this
variable. In case it exists, the solver assigns the variable with the same value that
has been used in the past. In case it does not exist, the solver uses the default
phase selection heuristic.
4.6. Bibliographical and Historical Notes
Learning from conﬂicting conditions has a long history. Dependency-directed
backtracking was ﬁrst proposed by Stallman and Sussman [SS77], and was used
and extended in a number of areas, including Truth Maintenance Systems [Doy79]
and Logic Programming [PP80, Bru81]. In Constraint Programming, original
work addressed conditions for non-chronological backtracking [Gas77]. More recent work addressed learning [Dec90b, Gin93, FD94] and alternative forms of
non-chronological backtracking [Dec90b, Pro93].
The use of learning and associated non-chronological backtracking in SAT
was ﬁrst proposed in the mid 90s [MS95, MSS96]. Later independent work also
proposed clause learning for SAT [BS97].
The original work on using clause learning in SAT was inspired by earlier
work in other areas. However, key new ideas were proposed in the GRASP SAT
solver [MSS96, MSS99], that explain the success of modern SAT solvers. Besides
implementing clause learning and non-chronological backtracking, one key aspect
of GRASP was its ability for exploiting the structure of implied assignments
provided by unit propagation. This idea allows learning much smaller clauses,
many of which end up being unrelated with most branching steps made during
DPLL. This ability for exploiting the intrinsic structure of practical SAT problems
is the main reason for the success of CDCL SAT solvers.
Besides clause learning based on unit propagation, GRASP also proposed
UIPs, another hallmark of modern SAT solvers. UIPs represent dominators in the
implication graph, and can be viewed as another technique for further exploiting
the structure of unit propagation. UIPs were inspired by the other form of dominators in circuit testing, the Unique Sensitization Points (USPs) [MSS94, MS95].
Despite the original success of CDCL SAT solvers, the application of SAT to
a number of strategic applications in the late 90s, including model checking and
model ﬁnding, motivated the development of more eﬀective SAT solvers. The
outcome was Chaﬀ [MMZ+ 01]. Chaﬀ also proposed a number of contributions
that are now key to all modern CDCL SAT solvers, including the watched literals
lazy data structure, the conﬂict-inspired VSIDS branching heuristic, and the ﬁrstUIP backtracking scheme [ZMMM01].
Finally, there are several recent contributions that have been used the best
performing SAT solvers in the SAT competitions [LSR], namely simpliﬁcation of
CNF formulas [EB05], priority queue for unit propagation [LSB05], lightweight
component caching [PD07], and more complex clause learning schemes [DHN07].
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